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Abstract—Bulk data dissemination is a basic building block for
enabling software update and reprogramming in wireless sensor
networks. The recent structure based approach looks promising
for efficient dissemination since it facilitates transmission and
sleep scheduling. However, a number of limitations exist in
existing structured protocols. In this paper, we propose a corre-
lated core based solution for efficient bulk data dissemination in
wireless sensor networks. We propose an efficient backbone node
selection algorithm to construct the core structure by exploiting
link correlation. We also design a novel negotiation mechanism
which greatly reduces the control message overhead as compared
to the existing structured protocols. We conduct both simulation
and testbed experiments, and the results show that our proposed
solution outperforms the state-of-the-art in terms of both the
number of transmissions and the completion time.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bulk data dissemination is used for reliably disseminating

a large data object to all nodes in a network in a multihop

manner. It is one of the key enabling technologies for

software update, network reprogramming, and surveillance

video distribution in wireless ad hoc networks [1]. It has

attracted many research efforts recently [2] [3] [4] [5]. Due to

the size and reliability requirements, a large data object has to

be segmented into several pages for a page-by-page, pipelined

transmission and a three-way handshake (ADV-REQ-DATA)

protocol is typically used to ensure data consistency. Existing

work can be basically divided into two categories according

to their propagation methods used: structureless and structured

protocols. In structureless protocols (including Deluge [2]

and MNP [5] and ECD [4]), each node can potentially be

a forwarder for data propagation from the sink to all network

nodes. In structured protocols (including Sprinkler [6] and

CORD [7]), a network core structure is constructed before

data dissemination (e.g., CORD [7] employs a Connected

Dominating Set (CDS) structure). Data dissemination is first

done by propagating the data object to all the core nodes. Each

core node then disseminates the object to their neighboring

nodes. Structured protocols explicitly select the set of core

nodes which are responsible of disseminating the object to

the rest nodes. This facilitates the transmission and sleep

scheduling for more efficient data propagation. Structured

protocols have less broadcast overheads as compared to

structureless protocols which are prone to the broadcast storm

problem, and hence, offer a good solution for dense and

low-power wireless sensor networks. However, a number of

limitations exist in the existing structured protocols.

Recent study has shown that link correlation has a large

impact on the transmission efficiency of dissemination proto-

cols, i.e., transmissions are more efficient when link correlation

is stronger [8]. Existing structured protocols fail to capture

link correlation. As a result, many of the selected core nodes

may have poor link correlations which seriously affect the

number of data transmissions. While link correlation has been

used in [9] [10] [11] to achieve more efficient flooding, as

far as we know, no existing works have been done to exploit

link correlation for structured dissemination in wireless sensor

networks.

On the other hand, the three-way handshake mechanism

(ADV-REQ-DATA) is originally used in structureless protocols

for ensuring full reliability, but it may incur unnecessary

message overhead when applied in structured protocols. The

ADV messages are designated for discovering neighbors and

data pages. It is not necessary in structured dissemination since

each node has a fixed parent and child nodes. In addition, in

dense sensor networks, severe REQ collisions may occur due

to the limitation of the existing REQ back-off timer design.

Aiming to address the limitations of the existing structured

protocols, we propose an Correlated Core based solution

(CoCo) for efficient bulk data dissemination in wireless sensor

networks. First, we exploit link correlation to optimize core

node selection in the core structure. Nodes with strong link

correlation and better link quality will be more likely to be

selected as the core nodes. As a result, the expected number

of transmissions (ETX) can be reduced. Second, we optimize

the negotiation mechanism by eliminating ADV messages and

employing an adaptive timer to reduce REQ collisions with

different network densities.

We conduct extensive large-scale simulations in TOSSIM

[12], and also evaluate CoCo in our TelosB [13] node testbed.

The results show that (i) by introducing link correlation

in the core construction, CoCo reduces the number of

transmissions by 26.2% and 48.5% compared to CORD978-1-4799-4657-0/14/$31.00 c© 2014 IEEE
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and Deluge, respectively; (ii) by applying the optimized

negotiation mechanism, CoCo reduces the negotiation message

overhead more than 50%, and the REQ timer in CoCo is

scalable to dense sensor networks. It is worth noting that

CoCo also reserves energy efficiency since it incorporates the

coordinated schedules in CORD.

In summary, the paper makes the following contributions.

1) We exploit both link correlation and link quality to

design a core construction algorithm for more efficient

dissemination.

2) We optimize the three-way handshake mechanism used

in structured protocols, aiming to reduce the negotiation

message overhead and reduce REQ collisions with

different network densities.

3) We implement CoCo in TinyOS, and evaluate its

performance in both simulation and testbed experiments.

The results show that CoCo outperforms the state-of-

the-art in terms of the completion time and number of

transmissions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section

II introduces the related work. Section III describes the

motivation of this work by two examples. Section IV describes

the core node selection algorithm. Section V gives the detailed

design of the CoCo protocol. Section VI evaluates CoCo’s

performance by comparing its performance with both CORD

and Deluge. Section VIII concludes our work.

II. RELATED WORK

We discuss the related work in this section. Existing bulk

data dissemination protocols can be mainly divided into two

categories: structureless protocols and structured protocols.

Structured protocols including Sprinkler [6] and CORD

[7] typically build a topology structure such as Connected

Dominating Set before data dissemination, in which all nodes

are divided into two categories: core nodes and non-core

nodes. Each non-core node is associated with a core node. Data

dissemination is done in two phases. First, the sink transmits

the data object to all the core nodes; then each core node

disseminates data to all its neighboring core nodes.

Sprinkler requires geography information and tends to

establish a minimum connected dominating set (MCDS). The

rational is that by minimizing the number of core nodes

(forwarding nodes), the number of transmissions can also be

minimized. But this may not hold true in the case of unreliable

wireless links. Sprinkler uses TDMA [14] for packet level

pipelining in the two-phase dissemination, which requires each

packet to be separately acknowledged.

CORD follows the sample principle as Sprinkler, but

improves Sprinkler in two ways. First, CORD considers link

quality when constructing the core structure. It first eliminates

the poor quality links, and then selects the node with the

most neighboring nodes in a neighborhood as a core node.

Second, CORD enables coordinated schedules by employing

object segmentation, page-by-page transmission and three-way

handshaking. Coordinated schedules divide time into three

fixed-size slots: P, C and Q, for transmitting, receiving and

sleeping, respectively, In slot P, a node acts as a parent,

broadcasting ADV messages to inform downstream nodes of

its received pages, and transmits data packets within certain

page when REQ messages received. In slot C, a node acts

as a child, transmitting REQ messages when receiving ADV

messages that contain more pages, and then receives packets

from its parent node. In slot Q, a node turns off its radio until

the slot ends to save energy consumption. Note that the three

slots have an equal length.

We aim to address the limitations of CORD in the following

ways. 1) We exploit link correlation to further improve the

selection of core nodes by estimating the expected number

of transmissions (ETX) of a candidate. The node with less

ETX to downstream nodes are more likely to be selected

as core nodes. 2) We incorporate a density-aware negotiation

mechanism to reduce the delay and control messages.

There is also several structureless protocols [2], [5], [4],

[15], [16], [17] These works follow a similar principle for

page-by-page transmission and three-way handshaking. But,

they rely on passive listening for continuous link measurement

and neighbor discovery, which precludes sleep scheduling and

introduces more negotiation overhead. Different from these

work, we use structure based dissemination, which facilitate

sleep scheduling and saves negotiation overhead.

Splash [18] exploits constructive interference [19] to im-

prove the performance of bulk data dissemination. The use

of constructive interference, however, requires strict timing

during both packet transmission and reception. SYREN [20]

exploits the synergy among link correlation and network

coding. Similar with Collective Flooding [9], it uses an ACK

message to infer other nodes’ ACKs with respect to their

link correlations. However, SYREN does not yield a very

good performance when 100% reliability is required, which

is a crucial issue in bulk data dissemination (a node can

securely extracts the data object only when it receives all

the data packets). In contrast, CoCo efficiently ensures 100%

reliability.

III. MOTIVATION

A. CDS construction

Figure 1 shows a simple example where node 1 is the sink,

The arrow line indicates a directed link. The percentage on

each edge indicates the link quality of the link. We define

the correlation between link 1→2 and 1→3 as the probability

that when node 1 broadcasts a packet, node 2 loses a packet

given that node 3 loses the same packet. The link correlation

between link 2→4 and 2→5 is 0, which means that when node

2 transmits a packet, node 5 will not lose (i.e., will receive) the

packet given that node 4 loses the packet. The link correlation

between link 3→4 and 3→5 is 1, which means that when node

3 transmits a packet, node 5 will lose the packet given that

node 4 loses the same packet.

Node 1 is the sink and also the first core node. It prepares

to transmit 10 packets to all other nodes. We call the nodes

that compete to be the core nodes in a neighborhood as

core candidates, for example, nodes 2 and 3 are two core
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Fig. 1. An example for constructing CDS structure. Node 1 is the first core
node, node 2 and node 3 contend to be the next core node. Figures next to
the edges indicate the corresponding link qualities (packet reception ratio).

candidates. The CDS construction is done when one of them

is selected as a core node,

The key problem in the existing CDS construction is the

selection of the core nodes. CORD first eliminates the poor

quality link nodes with a threshold, and then the node with

most downstream neighboring nodes will be selected as a core

node.

In this example, with a different threshold, CORD may

either select node 2 as a core node or randomly select a

node. If CORD’s threshold is set below 0.4 or above 0.5, no

link is eliminated. Both nodes 2 and 3 have two downstream

neighboring nodes. In this case, CORD is not able to decide

which node is better, as a result, it may randomly select a

core node between them. If the threshold is between 0.4 and

0.5, link 3→5 is first eliminated. Node 2 has two downstream

neighboring nodes (nodes 4 and 5) while node 3 has only

one downstream neighboring nodes (node 4). Hence, node 2

is selected as a core node. In this way, the core is constructed

with nodes 0 and 2 as core nodes.

Next, we study if the selected core node can facilitate

more efficient transmission than other nodes. The number

of transmissions of node 2 to cover nodes 4 and 5 can be

calculated as N × ( 1
q24

+ 1
q25

− 1
1−(1−q24)×c245

), where N is

the number of packets to send, q24 and q25 is the link quality

of links 2→4 and 2→5, respectively, c245 is the link correlation

between links 2→4 and 2→5 (The detailed derivation can be

found in section IV). The number of transmissions is then 30.

Considering that node 1 should transmit 10 packets to cover

node 2, the total number of transmissions is 30+10=40.

Looking closely, node 3 should be selected as a core

node. As the link correlation between links 3→4 and 3→5

is 1, the number of transmissions can be calculated as

10 × ( 1
0.4 + 1

0.5 − 1
1−(1−0.5)×1 ) = 25. Considering that node

1’s 10 transmissions to cover node 3, the total number of

transmissions is 25+10 = 35 < 40.

From this example, we observe that with link quality and

link correlation we can improve the CDS construction in

CORD to select the more appropriate core nodes.

B. The negotiation mechanism

The three-way handshake mechanism (ADV-REQ-DATA) is

originally designed for structure-less protocols. It works as

follows: Each node i periodically broadcasts ADV messages

for data advertisement and neighbor discovery. When another

node j receives the ADV of i, it sends a REQ message to i
to request the data packets. In order to avoid REQ collisions,

the REQ message is sent in a random interval. Upon receiving

the REQ, node i transmits DATA packets to node j.

This mechanism, when applied to structured protocols,

may incur extra overhead. First, as there is an underlying

structure, a receiver node R is aware of its parent node P

and node P also knows how many packets R has received

via REQ message, thus ADV messages are unnecessary as

it is originally employed for neighbor discovery. In addition,

the REQ timer is not designed properly. As mentioned above,

before sending the REQ messages, existing designs employ a

random timer between a fixed interval ([16,256] ms). There

exists a tradeoff between the REQ collision resolution and

the transmission delay: When there are more receivers, the

REQ timer should be set to a larger value such that it can

effectively resolve the REQ contention; While when there are

fewer receivers, the REQ timer should be set to a smaller value

to reduce the REQ delay. However in CORD, the REQ timer

is set between 16-256ms disregarding the node density.

IV. THE CORE NODE SELECTION METRIC

When constructing the underlying core structure, the key

issue is to define an appropriate metric for evaluating core node

candidates. The number of downstream neighboring nodes has

been used as a metric in both Sprinkler and CORD. The

only difference is that CORD eliminates the poor-link nodes

in advance. The rational of using this metric is that a node

with more downstream neighboring nodes is more effective.

However, as discussed in the example in section III-A, such a

metric fails to select the most effective nodes.

To evaluate a core node more accurately, we calculate the

effective coverage of k (i.e., considering link loss). Instead

of using link quality or correlation to indicate node k’s

coverage, we directly calculate the ETX of node k to cover

its downstream neighboring nodes with one packet. However,

ETX is not good enough as if a node has more receivers, its

ETX is expected to be larger while it may be more effective

than another node with only one receiver. Therefore, to avoid

the bias, we define the benefit/cost ratio (number of nodes

covered by one transmission) as the metric mk for node k:

mk =
Nk

ETXk
(1)

where Nk is the number of node k’s downstream nodes, and

ETXk is the expected number of transmissions for node k to

cover k’s downstream neighboring nodes.

When node k has a large Nk, it has more downstream

nodes and mk is larger. When node k has a small ETXk,

it covers the downstream nodes with less transmissions and
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mk is larger. Therefore, the larger the metric value mk of

node k, the more effective node k is.

Before we present the calculation of mk, we introduce the

following notations.

• S denotes the set of downstream nodes of k: ∀j ∈ S,

hj = hk + 1, where hj is j’s hop count.

• n denotes the number of downstream nodes, i.e., n = |S|.
• qkn denotes the link quality of link k → n.

• P k
n{X = j} denotes the probability that k needs to

transmit j packets to cover n receivers.

• P k
S(n−1)/n

denotes the probability that at least one node

in the remaining n−1 nodes loses a packet from k, given

that the n-th node loses the same packet.

Next, we present the calculation of ETXk. We first calcu-

late the probability that j transmissions cover all downstream

nodes. We then can accumulate the probabilities to get ETXk.

1) The probability that j transmissions cover all n nodes,

P k
n (X = j).

We first calculate the probability that number of trans-

missions are more than j times, Pn(X > j), which

equals to the probability that j transmissions could not

cover all the n nodes.

P k
n (X > j) = (1− qkn)

j + P k
n−1(X > j)−

((1− qkn)× P k
S(n−1)/n

)j
(2)

where (1 − qkn)
j denotes the probability that j trans-

missions cannot cover the n-th node, P k
n−1(X > j)

denotes the probability that j transmissions cannot cover

the remaining n − 1 nodes, i.e., there is at least one

node which cannot be covered by j transmissions, and

((1 − qkn) × P k
n−1/n)

j denotes the probability that j
transmissions cannot cover the n-th node and at least

one node in the remaining n− 1 nodes.

We can calculate P k
n (X > j) recursively, starting from

P k
1 (X > j) = (1− qk1 )

j , as shown below.

P k
n (X > j) = P k

n (X > j)− P k
n−1(X > j)+

P k
n−1(X > j)− P k

n−2(X > j)+

...+ P k
2 (X > j)− P k

1 (X > j)+

P k
1 (X > j)

=(1− qkn)
j − ((1− qkn)× P k

S(n−1)/n
)j+

(1− qkn−1)
j − ((1− qk(n−1))× P k

S(n−2)/n−1)
j+

...+ (1− qk2 )
j − ((1− qk2 )× P k

1/2)
j+

(1− qk1 )
j

=

n∑

m=1

((1− qkm)j − ((1− qkm)× P k
S(m−1)/m

)j)

(3)

We note that P k
0/1 = 0 based on the definition.

Therefore, the probability that the expected number of

transmissions is j can be calculated as:

P k
n (X = j) = P k

n (X > j − 1)− P k
n (X > j) (4)

2) ETXk. To cover all n nodes, the expected number of

transmissions of a single packet can then be calculated

as follows.

ETXk =

+∞∑

j=1

jP k
n (X = j) (5)

Then, we can get mk as Eq. (1). m is essentially the

benefit/cost ratio. A core candidate with large m value means

its transmissions can cover more receivers and should be more

likely to be selected as a sender.

We review the example shown in Figure 1, according to

the above equation, the expected numbers of transmissions

ETX2 and ETX3 are 3 and 2.5, respectively. Hence, we get

the metrics as follows: m2 = 2/3 = 0.67 and m3 = 2/2.5 =
0.8 > m2. We then select node 3 as a core node, which has

been verified to be a more effective node.

V. THE COCO PROTOCOL

In this section, we present the CoCo protocol that incorpo-

rates the proposed core node selection selection.

In high level, CoCo consists of three phases, CDS con-

struction, propagation phase and recovery phase. During the

CDS construction, we apply our new metric to the core

node selection. During the other two phases, we apply the

negotiation mechanism, which will be presented in detail in

section V-C1. We also incorporate the coordinated schedules

in CORD, where time is divided into three recursive slots (P

slot for transmitting, Q slot for sleep and C slot for receiving).

The schedules are planned at the same time with the core node

selection.

When the network is structured with a core and each node

obtains its own schedule, the two-phase dissemination starts.

The propagation phase disseminates the data object to all

the core nodes. Each core node updates its parameters and

status for recovering the non-core nodes, and then enters

into the recovery phase. In the recovery phase, each core

node transmits the missing packets to its neighboring nodes

(i.e., non-core). The core node selection is used in the

CDS construction. The optimized negotiation mechanism are

employed in both the propagation and recovery phase.

A. Link Measurement

As discussed in section IV, to calculate a node k’s metric

mk, we need node k’s link quality and correlation of the

outbound links to its downstream nodes. We also need the

link correlation between a downstream node n and the other

downstream nodes P k
(n−1)/n. We apply a method proposed in

[10]. Each node in the network periodically broadcasts a hello

message at an adaptive time interval, which is adjusted based

on the link’s stability. A hello message contains a node ID

and a sequence number. Each node maintains recent reception

bit vectors of hello messages for each neighboring node, e.g.,

the latest 10 hello messages and periodically share the vectors

with neighboring nodes. Note that a “0” denotes a lost packet

and a “1” denotes a received packet.

With these vectors, a node k can get the inbound link quality

from node i as qik =
∑m=|Bik|

m=1 Bik(m)
|Bik| , where Bik is k’s bit

vector for node i’s hello message receptions, |Bik| is the
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Fig. 2. The coordinated scheduling.

vector length and Bik(m) is the mth bit in Bik. Similarly, the

outbound link quality of node k to node i can be calculated

with Bki.

For link correlation P k
S(n−1)/n

, as it denotes the probability

that at least one node in the remaining n − 1 nodes loses a

packet from k, given that the n-th node loses the same packet.

We then can obtain P k
S(n−1)/n

as follows.

P k
S(n−1)/n

=pk(Sn−1|n)=
∑m=|Bkn|

m=1 Bkn(m)&BkSn−1(m)
∑m=|Bkn|

m=1 Bkn(m)
(6)

where S denotes the set of links and BkS =
⋃

j∈S

Bkj . With

the above information, a node is able to obtain its own metric

for core node selection.

B. CDS Construction

In the CDS construction, we construct a CDS structure as

well as coordinate link schedules, similar to [7]. We apply

the degree-aware single leader algorithm [21] as the basis for

CoCo’s CDS construction. The sink first announces itself as

a core node by broadcasting a CLAIM message. The CLAIM
message contains the time offset from the beginning of its

first time slot to the time when the message is sent. When

receiving the CLAIM message, each node k that is one hop

away from the sink calculates its metric according to Eq. (1).

Each node selects the sink as its parent node, and obtains

its own repeating schedules according to the sink’s schedule

(when the sink is in P/Q/C slot, the obtained slot is C/P/Q).

In this way, node k’s schedules can coincide with the sink’s

schedules.

The node that selects the sink as its parent will then compete

to be a core node. They broadcast CANDIDATE messages that

contain their metric values. Nodes at next hop that receive one

or more CANDIDATE messages respond with a SUB message

to the candidate node with the largest metric value. A node that

receives the SUB message will be a core node, otherwise, it

becomes a non-core node. Each node that has been a core node

will then broadcast a CLAIM message to announce itself as a

core node. The receivers obtain their own schedules according

to the CLAIM message. The process continues recursively until

each node is decided to be a core node or a non-core node.

Different from CORD’s algorithm, we use the new metric to

evaluate a core candidate, and we select the core nodes which

use less transmissions.

C. Propagation Phase

When the core is constructed and the coordinated link

scheduling is established, the propagation phase starts from

the sink node.

For transmission, each node locally maintains a

packetsToSend vector and a packetsToReceive
vector with the length of the entire object (e.g., 480 bits

for an object of 480 packets). For packetsToSend, “1”

denotes a packet to send and “0” denotes a packet that

has been acknowledged. Initially, for a non-sink node, all

bits in packetsToSend are “0” as it has no packets to

send. For packetsToReceive, “1” denotes a packet

to receive and “0” denotes a received packet. Initially, all

bits in packetsToReceive are “1” as all packets are to

be received. We describe the transmission process in the

following three slots.

In P slot. A node first decides how many packets should

be sent in the current slot. When there are no less than the

batch size sb packets to send, the node prepares the first sb
unsent packets in the current slot, i.e., the first sb packets

marked as “1” in packetsToSend. When there are less than

sb packets to send, the node prepares as many as possible

unsent packets in the current slot. In C slot. For a newly

received data packet, a node marks the corresponding bit

in packetsToReceive as “0”. Also, the node marks the

corresponding bit in packetsToSend as “1”. After the data

transmissions, only the downstream core nodes actively sends

a REQ message to its parent. Different from the REQs in

Deluge, our REQs contains a batch size bit vector starting at

the position of the first missing packet. In Q slot. A node

turns off its radio for a slot duration.

Figure 2 shows an example which consists of three nodes.

One core sender and its two next hop nodes (one core node

and the other non-core node). The black rectangles denote

transmissions and grey rectangles denote receptions. In the P

slot of the core sender, the other two slots are in C slot. The

sender first broadcast data packets in P slot. After the data

transmissions, the core receiver replies a REQ (denoted as the

black rectangle with a Q). On the other hand, the non-core

node keeps silent. After the P slot of the core sender, it enters

Q slot and its next hop core node goes into P slot. The non-

core node enters Q slot as it does not forward. After that,

the core sender enters C slot to receive data packets from its

upstream core node. The other two nodes enter Q slot and turn

off their radios.

When a node’s child core nodes have received the whole

data object, the propagation phase ends and the recovery phase

starts. It is worth noting that different core nodes enter into

the recovery phase in different time.

1) Optimized Negotiation: As discussed in the previous

section, the underlying core structure does not require to

discover and select senders for each transmission round.

Hence, we eliminate ADV messages in the negotiation and

require the sender to directly start transmissions as long as it

has enough new received packets.
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Fig. 3. Density aware negotiation

The REQ timer is originally designed to avoid collisions.

However, the timer is constant. When the network is sparse,

the timer will incur redundant delay overhead while when

the network is very dense, the timer cannot guarantee a low

collision probability. We design a density-aware REQ timer

for further optimizing the negotiation delay. We model the

relationship among number of neighboring nodes, REQ timer

duration and collision probability, then a node can decide

the REQ timer according to the size of its neighborhood.

Suppose there are N contending nodes in a neighborhood,

and we denote the REQ timer as TREQ. According to [22],

the REQ attempt probability is Pa = 2
TREQ+1 . The probability

of a successful transmission of N contending nodes in a timer

duration is the probability that only one node attempts to send

a REQ in the timer period,

Ps = NPa(1− Pa)
N−1

(7)

The probability that no nodes attempt to send a REQ in the

timer duration is,
Pn = (1− Pa)

N
(8)

With the above probabilities, we can calculate the collision

probability in the timer duration as follow.

Pc = 1− Ps − Pn (9)

Then, we set the collision probability Pc to be under a

threshold Cthr, and we can get the relationship between

number of contending nodes and the timer duration as follows.

N· 2

1+TREQ
·(1− 2

1+TREQ
)N−1+(1− 2

1 + TREQ
)N =1−Cthr (10)

When we set Cthr to be a constant, e.g., 0.5%, the relationship

between number of contending nodes and REQ timer duration

is shown in Figure 3(a). Surprisingly it approximates linear

relationship. The default setting in both CORD and Deluge

(256ms) can ensure a collision probability below 0.5% for

a neighbor size of 49 nodes. Apparently, when there are

fewer receivers, a node can set an optimal REQ timer for

the receivers to keep the collision probability under Cthr. Our

approach is to adaptively select the appropriate timer based on

the neighbor size, which ensures the collision probability under

a certain threshold. To reduce the computation complexity on

the sensor node, we store the tuples of REQ timer duration

and number of contending nodes on the external flash. An

node can directly get the optimal REQ timer according to the

number of receivers.

We conduct a TOSSIM simulation to study the impact of

our proposed adaptive timer. We repeat the sender selection

1000 times under different network density, and compare the

average REQ time in CoCo with that in CORD. Figure 3(b)

shows the average REQ time with different network density

(i.e., neighbor size). We can see that the average REQ time in

CORD is always around 136ms with different network density.

The reason is that it randomly selects a duration between [16,

256] with all different densities. In contrast, the average REQ

time in CoCo increases with the network density. When the

neighbor size is larger than 49 nodes, CoCo’s REQ timer is

larger than CORD’s REQ timer, which means when network

density is larger than 49, the REQ timer in CORD can no

longer guarantee a collision probability below 0.5%. On the

other hand, CoCo can always guarantee the low collision

probability.

D. Recovery Phase

In this phase, a core node recovers the missing packets of

all its non-core child nodes. Before the transmissions begin,

a core node resets the REQ timer for all non-core receivers

according to the number of nodes. The REQ timer information

is capsuled in a Recovery message, which is to inform non-

core nodes of entering into the recovery phase.

When receiving the Recovery message, a non-core node

sends a long vector indicating its missing packets for the core

node to update its packetsToSend vector.

After that, the data transmission begins and the propagation

and negotiation mechanisms are the same with those in the

propagation phase.
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Fig. 4. Wireless link behaviors of the testbed. (a)The outbound link qualities of the sink (node 0) is indicated by the grey levels: A darker color indicates a
better link quality. (b) CDF of pair wise link qualities. (c) CDF of pair wise link correlations.

VI. EVALUATION

We now move to evaluate CoCo. We conduct both large-

scale simulations in TOSSIM [12] with TinyOS 2.1.2 [23]

and testbed experiments. In this section, we first report the

results from our testbed experiments to evaluate the overall

performance of CoCo as compared to both Deluge and CORD,

we then report the result of each of the proposed mechanisms

using large-scale simulations.

VII. METHODOLOGY

A. Methodology

We set the CC2420 power to -32.5 dBm to form a multi-

hop network in our testbed (Figure 4(a)). Fig. 4(b) shows the

CDF of pair-wise link qualities. With the power setting, link

qualities are different with different link pairs. We can see that

17.4% links are good links with PRR > 90%, 13.1% links are

intermediate links with PRR in the range of 10%–90%, and

69.5% links are poor links with PRR < 10%. Fig. 4(c) shows

the CDF of average outbound link correlation for each node.

We can see that there are good link correlations as well as

poor link correlations, i.e., with correlation coefficients close

to 0 and 1 respectively.

In CoCo, we set the page size and packet payload size as

Deluge’s default settings in order for a fair comparison. The

page size is 48 packets per page and packet payload size is

23 bytes. Each node updates its metric and locally changes its

parent if there are upstream nodes with larger metric than its

current parent.

We place a sniffer node near the testbed to monitor the

performance of each node. At the beginning, the sink node

broadcasts a START message in the maximum radio power.

Upon receiving the START message, the sniffer node records

the start of dissemination. Each node broadcasts a REPORT

message once it has received the whole data object, also in

the maximum radio power. When REPORT messages from all

nodes are collected at the sniffer, we can get the performance

metrics from the sniffer. We also use local logging to record

the interested events at each node in external flash. Each

experiment is repeated 10 times.

TABLE I
ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF RELATED OPERATIONS ON TELOSB NODES

[13].

Operation Energy(nAh)
Receive a Packet 8.000
Transmit a Packet 20.000
Idle-Listen for 1 millisecond 1.250
EEPROM Read data(per byte) 1.111
EEPROM Write/Erase data(per byte) 83.333

We use three key metrics for comparison:

1) Completion time. It is the time from the start of

dissemination to the end of dissemination at each

individual node. The network completion time is the

maximum completion time among all nodes.

2) Number of transmissions. The number of transmissions

include data packet transmissions and control packet

transmissions.

3) Energy consumption. The energy consumption during

the dissemination process of each node. Due to the

lack of a mechanism for directly measuring the residual

energy level of the battery in TelsoB motes, we follow

the method in [7] by logging each operation related with

radio, CPU and external flash to calculate the energy

consumption. Energy consumption for each operation

are listed in Table I.

B. Testbed Experiments

Figure 5(a) shows the comparison result in term of total

number of transmissions.The result show that (1) More nodes

in CORD have no transmissions, which implies that fewer

nodes in CORD have been selected as core nodes. This is

probably due to CORD selects the nodes with most number

of receivers as core nodes, resulting fewer core nodes and more

non-core nodes. (2) CoCo reduces the number of transmissions

as compared to both CORD and Deluge. This is because there

exists a variation in link correlation, as shown in Fig. 4(c), and

the CDS construction in CoCo select the nodes with strong

correlations as core nodes, which can cover their downstream

nodes with fewer transmissions. In contrast, both CORD and
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Fig. 5. Overall performance: Testbed results.
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Fig. 6. Evaluation of the two building blocks (The core node selection mechanism and the density aware negotiation).

Deluge fail to consider link correlation. CoCo reduces the

overall transmission by 26.2% and 48.5% compared to CORD

and Deluge, respectively.

Figure 5(b) shows the comparison result in term of the

completion time. The result shows that CORD reduces the

completion time for most of the nodes. This is because

(1) CoCo has the fewest number of transmissions. (2) The

negotiation mechanism in CoCo reduces the ADV messages

and optimizes the REQ timer. CoCo reduces the overall

completion time by 45.3% and 42.6% compared to CORD and

Deluge, respectively. Note that the completion time denotes the

completion time of the last node.

Figure 5(c) compares the radio on time for CoCo and

CORD. The result shows that (1) CoCo reduces the radio on

time compared to CORD and Delgue. CoCo uses a similar

scheduling mechanism as in CORD. Considering that CoCo’s

completion time is shorter than CORD, CoCo’s radio on time

is also reduced. Deluge does not have sleep schedules, and

it has the longest radio on time. (2) The reduction of radio

on time to CORD is less than the reduction of completion

time to CORD. This is an interesting observation, and it

may be explained as follows. First, based on the coordinated

scheduling, the radio on time is about 1/3 (for non-core nodes)

or 2/3 (for core nodes) of the completion time. Hence, for

each individual node, the reduction is also 1/3 or 2/3 of the

reduction of completion time. Second, CoCo has fewer non-

core nodes than CORD. As a non-core node’s radio on time

reduction (1-1/3=2/3) is larger than that of a core node (1-

2/3=1/3), CoCo’s overall reduction of radio on time should

be less than CORD if they have the same completion time.

However, as CoCo greatly reduces the completion time as

compared to CORD, the radio on time is also reduced.

Next, we conduct TOSSIM simulations to separately eval-

uate CoCo’s key mechanisms in large scale networks.

C. Impact of core node selection

For fair comparison, we use the same transmission and

negotiation mechanisms for both CORD and CoCo. D-

CORD represents the dissemination using CORD’s core node

selection and D-CoCo represents the dissemination using

CoCo’s core node selection.

Figure 6(a) compares the total number of transmissions

under different average link correlations. For each pair of bars,

the left one shows D-CORD while the right one shows D-

CoCo. From the result, we see that (1) compared to D-CORD,

D-CoCo reduces the number of transmissions. This is because

CoCo selects the nodes with strong correlated outbound links

as core nodes, reducing the number of transmissions. (2)
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As the link correlation becomes stronger, the reduction is

less. The reason is that when link correlation increases, D-

CORD has more chances to select the node with strong

correlated outbound links, which reduces the number of

transmissions. While D-CoCo keeps selecting the node with

the least expected number of transmissions, the reduction is

less. When the average link correlation is 1, D-CORD and D-

CoCo transmits the same number of packets. This is because

when link correlation is 1, the two structures are exactly the

same.

Figure 6(b) compares the total number of transmissions

under different link quality. The result shows that (1) compared

to D-CORD, D-CoCo reduces the number of transmissions.

The reason is that CoCo selects the nodes with better

outbound links, which is expected to reduce the number of

transmissions. (2) When the average link quality becomes

better, the reduction of D-CoCo to D-CORD becomes less.

The reason is that when link quality becomes better, D-CORD

has more chances to select nodes with strong outbound links,

thus the reduction is less.

Comparing Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b), we can see that

link quality is also an important factor. We can simply

explain the effects of link quality and link correlation as

follows. Link quality decides the packet reception ratio, while

link correlation decides which packets are expected to be

received/missed.

D. Impact of optimized negotiation

Figure 6(c) shows the comparison result in term of of REQ

times. We use the same topology for both CoCo and CORD,

where the average neighbor size is about 8. We can see that

CORD’s REQ timer is always 256ms while CoCo’s nodes have

different REQ timers. As discussed in section V-C1, CoCo’s

negotiation mechanism is density aware and all REQ timers

are smaller than 50ms, which corresponds to the neighbor size

of 10 nodes.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we identify several critical limitations of

existing backbone protocols and propose a correlated core

based efficient bulk data dissemination protocol in WSNs.

CoCo has two salient features: (1) it constructs a core

structure considering both link quality and link correlation,

explicitly selects the nodes with less expected transmissions

as core nodes, which reduces the total transmission count

and dissemination delay. (2) it also incorporates a novel

lightweight and density aware negotiation mechanism for

improving scalability and reducing negotiation overhead.

Both simulation and testbed experiment results show that,

compared to existing work, CoCo greatly improves the

dissemination performance in terms of total transmission count

and completion time.
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